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ABSTRACT

Atlantoaxial facet joints have been proposed as the center of mobility and also center for instability of the atlantoaxial region. Because of the high mobility of the atlantoaxial (C1-C2) motion segment, fusion rates at this level have been substantially lower than those at the subaxial spine. The success of craniovertebral junction surgery depends on adequate reduction, decompression of craniovertebral (CV) junction followed by immediate fixation of atlantoaxial joint followed by bone grafting with compression for solid bony fusion. Current options for atlantoaxial fixation include anterior or posterior approaches. The biomechanical stability and fusion rates of posterior fixation surgery had been proved beyond doubt. The main disadvantages of posterior surgery involve disruption of posterior ligamentous complex which are essential for stability. C2 root denervation also aggravates the paraspinal muscle atrophy leading to instability. So now advances in spinal surgery made neurosurgeons to think of an anterior technique which can establish fusion and fixation at the same time avoiding the above mentioned complications. The advantages are that there are no anatomical constraints like posterior approach in reaching C1-C2 joint. The risk of neuralgia, bleeding from venous plexus is avoided along with practically no damage to vertebral artery. Newer techniques of anterior transarticular screw and bilateral atlantoaxial fixation and fusion through unilateral right sided retropharyngeal approach had been described in literature. Anterior approach still needs further randomized controlled trials for level 1 evidence. Further research on along with biomechanical feasibility using anatomical ex vivo and in vivo constructs need to be done to further validate the appropriateness and safety of anterior approach for C1-C2 fixation and fusion.
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INTRODUCTION

The atlantoaxial joint complex, bearing the weight of the head, generates most of the rotation of the head and neck. Atlantoaxial facet joints have been proposed as the center of mobility and also the center for instability of the atlantoaxial region. It is one of the most mobile joints of the body. The atlantoaxial joints of two sides along with the occipitaoxial joints form the rostral two limbs of the Y-shaped configuration of the human spinal support pillar. Because of the high mobility of the atlantoaxial (C1-C2) motion segment, fusion rates at this level have been substantially lower than those at the subaxial spine. The concept that the seat of atlantoaxial instability rests in the facetal malalignment and arthrodesis with stable bony fusion along with fixation as the treatment of atlantoaxial instability has revolutionized the treatment of atlantoaxial instability.

The aim of treatment of atlantoaxial instability is to achieve a solid fusion between C1 and C2, virtually eliminating any motion between them. The success of craniovertebral (CV) junction surgery depends on adequate reduction and decompression of CV junction followed by immediate fixation of atlantoaxial joint followed by bone grafting with compression for solid bony fusion. This will relieve the neck pain and avoid the risk of further neurological deficit. Over the past years, advances have been made on techniques of fixation of unstable atlantoaxial joint.

Current options for atlantoaxial fixation include anterior and posterior approaches.

POSTERIOR APPROACHES

Atlantoaxial fusion was first described by Mixter and Osgood in 1910 using braided sutures. The use of posterior cervical wiring of the lamina of C1 and C2 dates to 1939 in a report by Gallie. Unfortunately, failure rates using this technique are unpredictable, ranging from 2% to as high as 80%. The Gallie technique, although rather simple to perform, does not provide sufficient stability of the fixation site. Brooks and Jenkins further offered an alternative method of posterior C1 to C2 laminar wiring in 1978. Brooks posterior fixation yields a more stable repair compared to the Gallie technique. Another technique by Halifax using clamps with a claw-type construct has resulted in a 20% failure rate. All these posterior wiring techniques had fallen into disrepute due to high failure rates and lack of stability.

In 1986, Magerl proposed a technique for C1 to C2 fusion using transarticular screws (TASs). The screws...
were inserted through a posterior approach combined with a Brooks type of fixation. Several series have reported 95 to 100% fusion rates with his method.\textsuperscript{4,5,8,10} Central screw positioning provides better control of stability than the previous techniques, which rely only on peripheral fixation. Posterior transarticular screws (PTSs) using the Magerl technique offer several advantages. They do not require immobilization in a Halo vest postoperatively. Biomechanical studies have shown this construct to be superior to Halifax, Gallie, and Brooks fixation.\textsuperscript{3} Excellent results have also been obtained with the use of Magerl screws without posterior wiring.\textsuperscript{10} The use of TASs avoids complications associated with the passage of sublaminar wires. This is especially important in situations where pannus has resulted in compromise of the spinal canal. It allows for adequate decompression when necessary and makes fusion possible even in the presence of deficient posterior arch of the atlas.

Despite its success, there are complications associated with the Magerl technique.\textsuperscript{5,8} It is a technically demanding procedure and poses risks of injury to the spinal cord and vertebral artery.\textsuperscript{11,12} It has been associated with a complication rate as high as 10% in the form of superficial infections and occipital nerve injury.\textsuperscript{8,10} A narrow pars interarticularis or a high-riding foramen transversarium places the vertebral artery at an unacceptably high risk of injury. Another disadvantage is that it requires perfect alignment of joint for proper fixation. Image guidance can reduce the complications.\textsuperscript{11}

Posterior transarticular screw fixation with or without posterior laminar wiring and bone grafting gained wide acceptance. It showed high fusion rates up to 100%.\textsuperscript{7,8} Biomechanically, it is superior to previous wire-based techniques.\textsuperscript{8} Complications, such as misplacement of the screws (15%), injury to the vertebral arteries in about 2 to 5% cases,\textsuperscript{7} injury to the hypoglossus nerve or even the spinal cord, screw breakages,\textsuperscript{8} and revision surgeries in up to 17%\textsuperscript{3,5} cases demanded further research on the feasibility of PTS. About 20% of axis vertebrae are not suitable for bilateral PTS due to thin diameter of the pars interarticularis C2.\textsuperscript{9}

The technique of atlantoaxial fixation and fusion using C1 lateral mass screw and C2 pedicle screw and plates was pioneered by Prof. Goel et al.\textsuperscript{2} The C1 lateral mass screw with C2 pedicle screw construct was initially created with plates and screws by Goel et al\textsuperscript{2} in the 1980s and then subsequently popularized by Harms and Melcher in 2001.\textsuperscript{13} The authors achieved 100% fusion with minimal rate of complications. The authors advocated bilateral sacrifice of C2 ganglia in order to prepare the atlantoaxial facet joints for arthrodesis.

The C1 to C2 joint distraction, jamming the joint with bone graft with C1 lateral mass and C2 pedicle screw fixation, was described by Atul Goel and Vinod Laheri for atlantoaxial instability.\textsuperscript{1,2,14} This technique of atlantoaxial fixation involves blocking or “jamming” of movements of the atlantoaxial joint by forcible impaction of spiked titanium metal spacers and bone grafts within the distracted atlantoaxial facet joints. The new technique was based on the concept that the seat of atlantoaxial instability rests in the facetal malalignment. Goel et al also introduced the concept that atlantoaxial dislocation is never or only extremely rarely fixed or irreducible.\textsuperscript{1,2,14} The concept stated that the dislocation could be manually reducible.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Even though fusion rate was more in the Magerl technique,\textsuperscript{7} the risk of vertebral artery injury was also more. The concept of opening up the joint, curettage, and grafting with spacers has made fusion and fixation almost similar to a TAS technique. Biomechanical testing has shown that C1 lateral mass screw with C2 pars screw construct allows more motion than does a C1 to C2 TAS. The main advantage is that anatomic alignment of the C1 to C2 complex is not necessary prior to instrumentation. In addition, this technique can be utilized where there is an aberrant vertebral artery. Goel et al\textsuperscript{14} had reported that sacrifice of the C2 ganglion provides a wide exposure and does not lead to any significant neurological symptom.

The concept of decompressive bone surgery, both from the anterior transoral route and from the posterior route, had fallen into disrepute. Reducible subluxations by preoperative skeletal traction was managed previously by posterior fixation and in case of irreducible subluxations transoral odontoid excision followed by posterior fixation. Transoral odontoid excision is associated with significant morbidity since posterior fixation is often done in the suboptimal position. This can result in significant restriction of neck movement. The excision of the odontoid process reduces the ability to visualize the odontoid on fluoroscopy, which makes accurate passage of transarticular C1 to C2 screws difficult. The risk of vertebral artery injury is also higher in cases where transarticular screws are placed in inadequately reduced subluxations following transoral odontoid excision. The length of C1 lateral mass screw is difficult to assess, and anterior transgression of screws can result in carotid artery injury. Transoral decompression still may be required in cases where exuberant callus prevented reduction by posterior manipulation.

A new technique of distraction, compression, and extension reduction of basilar invagination and atlanto-axial dislocation was proposed by Sarat Chandra, from AIIMS, New Delhi.\textsuperscript{15}

The main disadvantages of posterior surgery involve disruption of posterior ligamentous complex, which are essential for stability. C2 root denervation also
aggravates the paraspinal muscle atrophy leading to instability. This also increases morbidity in terms of neuralgic pain. Posterior approaches to C1 to C2 fusion may not be suitable in the setting of revision posterior surgery, anomalous vascular anatomy, hypoplastic bone morphology, or deficit.

So now advances in spinal surgery made neurosurgeons to think of an anterior technique that can establish fusion and fixation at the same time avoiding the above-mentioned complications. The advantages are that there are no anatomical constraints like the posterior approach in reaching C1 to C2 joint. The risk of neuralgia, bleeding from venous plexus, is avoided along with practically no damage to vertebral artery.

ANTERIOR APPROACHES

Whitesides\textsuperscript{16} described anterior C1 to C2 joint arthrodesis using separate exposure of C1 to C2 joint in 1971.

Transoral instrumentation for unstable CV joint was described by Goel et al in 1994.\textsuperscript{2} The technique was performed with the use of a “T-plate” (Depuy Spine, Raynham, MA). The horizontal portion of the plate is placed over the C1 lateral masses anteriorly. The vertical portion of the plate rests on the body of C2 inferior to the base of the dens. Two vertebral body screws are then placed superior and parallel to the C2 to 3 disk space. This procedure required an extensive posterior pharyngeal C-shaped flap. The transoral approach has not gained popularity since it was associated with excessively high infection rates of up to 50%, since the spine is contaminated with oropharyngeal bacteria.

In light of shortcomings of PTS and posterior screw and rod fixation for atlantoaxial instability, certain centers have tried anterior transarticular screw (ATS) fixation. The ATS fixation of the atlantoaxial joint was first described by Lesoin et al\textsuperscript{17} in 1987. Apostolides et al\textsuperscript{18} reported a triple anterior screw fixation technique.

Anterior transarticular screw fixation was done for chronically displaced non-united type II odontoid fracture by Vaccaro et al.\textsuperscript{19} An anterior retropharyngeal approach was used to perform an anterior C1 to C2 fusion.

Reindl et al\textsuperscript{20} have described a large series of ATS technique of fusion of C1 to C2 joint.

Minimally invasive ATS fixation and microendoscopic bone graft for atlantoaxial instability was described by Jian Wang.\textsuperscript{21} ElSaghir et al\textsuperscript{22} experimented with posterior C1 to C2 fusion with percutaneous transarticular fixation. This reduced the exposure and the surgical trauma to the cervical segments, but had a high rate of fusion (98%). They found that the percutaneous technique reduced the operating time and blood loss even though the learning curve was steep. Some physical characteristics, such as a short neck, considerable cervical kyphosis, or concomitant thoracic kyphosis may interfere with the fixation. This technique is not appropriate for a patient with an irreducible atlantoaxial dislocation. Potential complications of the percutaneous technique included accidental puncture injury to the carotid artery. Another potential complication is injury to the esophagus. Careful monitoring with image intensification may help to prevent these complications.

Sen et al\textsuperscript{23} reported a biomechanical study on atlantoaxial fusion using ATS fixation, which supported clinical case experience of ATS introduced by Reindl et al.\textsuperscript{20} The strength of the construct, the ease of the surgical approach, and the decreased risk associated with screw insertion make ATS fixation comparable to the Magerl screw technique.

Kim\textsuperscript{24} showed that ATS and PTS are comparable. Kim et al in their cadaver-based study demonstrated that biomechanical results for ATS were comparable to those of PTS and lateral mass–pedicle/pars screw. It was recommended as a safe and effective method. As dominant movement of C1 to C2 articulations is rotation; the authors judged ATS as a sufficient technique.

Koller et al\textsuperscript{25} reported a morphometric study on the anatomical feasibility of ATS. Their modifications of previous ATS with a transcorporal pathway of the screws inside the vertebral body of the C2 vertebra increased the screw purchase and enhanced the stability of the ATS.\textsuperscript{17,19,20,26}

Anatomic considerations of ATS fixation for atlantoaxial instability was also extensively studied by Lu J et al.\textsuperscript{26}

Dr Sushil Patkar came forward with a large series of 62 cases of bilateral atlantoaxial fixation and fusion through unilateral right-sided retropharyngeal approach. This new concept provides the opportunity of opening up the C1 to C2 joint followed by fixation by C1 lateral mass and C2 body screw plate or using multiple transarticular screws. Bilateral ATS was done in 39/62 cases and bilateral C1 to C2 fixation with C1 lateral mass and C2 body screw plate was done in 23/62 cases. The advantage is that odontoid decompression can be done if needed along with fixation technique. The advantage of this procedure is that it can avoid problems of muscle denervation, cervical plexus injury, and C2 ganglion injury. Patkar et al demonstrated that the joint reduces in supine position and extension spontaneously, making fixation easy. The feasibility in chronic atlantoaxial instability needs further clinical data. Results showed that there was 100% fixation with 0% mortality and 0% vertebral artery injury. The technical difficulty of the approach, steep learning curve along with the possibility of carotid artery, marginal mandibular nerve, hypoglossal nerve, vagal nerve and recurrent laryngeal nerve injury need to be validated with the help of large sample prospective
Biomechanical feasibility with polylaxial screws with 
rodes will be a future area of research so that distraction 
and compression just like mentioned for the posterior 
approach can be applied for anterior procedures also.

To conclude, the anterior approach still needs further randomized controlled trials for level 1 evidence. Further research along with biomechanical feasibility using anatomical ex vivo and in vivo constructs needs to be done to further validate the appropriateness and safety of the anterior approach for C1 to C2 fixation and fusion.
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